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PERHAPS THE most surprising thing
about Eastern Airlines' Airshuttle,
initiated in 1962, is the fact that so
few other airlines have followed it with
replicas of their own. There have, of
course, been versions of the product,
amongst them PSA‘s West Coast
operation, the Rio-Sao Paulo service,
and Iberia’s Puente Aereo between
Madrid and Barcelona. Yet none of
these
reflects
exactly
the
characteristics of the classic Eastern
Airshuttle.
These characteristics are:
• Regular departure timings
• No reservations
• Guaranteed seat
• On-board payment facility; no
catering.
Not until January 1975, when British Airways inaugurated its London-Glasgow
Shuttle service, were such features reproduced in full by any other carrier. We
in British Airways used the Eastern model because it seemed to us to offer
the best product improvement, giving the surest recipe for success. One can
only deduce that other carriers have not been subjected to the same
competitive pressures, or that they have not owned high-density route
networks so suitable for conversion to the Shuttle system.
As far as British Airways is concerned, we have been well pleased with
our decision, and have been asked one question incessantly: 'Why didn‘t you
do it sooner?' The answer must be that one needs opportunity and conviction
before contemplating such a dramatic change. Our opportunity came in 1975.
The decision to convert a conventional service to a Shuttle is a bold
one, demanding considerable research effort and even more management
courage to believe the research it has commissioned! Market research is
obviously essential before making a radical product change. but we have
learned that without conviction and determination, successful change will
never be achieved. As Machiavelli said, 'There is nothing more difficult to take
in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success than to
lead in the introduction of a new order of things.'
Nothing in our recent experience invalidates that comment. In the air
transport industry the very small margins between financial failure and
success make retention of a known product a tempting option. To make
change is to take enormous business risk; it helps to have one's back against
the wall.
Pressures
Eastern had to face heavy competition during the 'sixties. British Airways in
the 'seventies faced the oil-led cost inflation together with increasing
competitive pressure from their surface rival, British Rail. Eastern's
opportunity came from their fleet of surplus Lockheed Constellations: British
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Airways found that in
the economic recession
it
had
too
many
Tridents. So Eastern
invented—and
British
Airways
subsequently
reproduced the Shuttle
concept, which for both
has stimulated market
growth and made them
market leaders.
The
economic
background to British
Airways' decision is best
seen from a comparison
of annual results on its
two busiest domestic
trunk routes, LondonGlasgow and LondonEdinburgh (Fig 1).
It can be seen
that in the two years just
prior to the oil crisis, the
Company managed to
break even, but only at
the cost of reducing
market share. With a conventional reservations service the load factor was
pushed up by reducing capacity and frequency and accepting some turn-away
of traffic to our air competitor. Whenever competition exists this surgeon‘s
knife solution can only lead to having a smaller patient in the future! Such
cost-shedding is at best only a short-term remedy. At worst it may fail to cope
even with the rate of cost increase which it is designed to combat.

In 1973 British Airways European Division (as it then was) saw the problem
coming. and determined to look for other ways of surviving the crisis. The
‘cutback‘ option would only be used if it proved impossible to find a new
product with which to inject new growth into the market. and so provide a
solution through increased revenue. Under the leadership of Roy Watts, now
Director of Commercial Operations British Airways, the Company began to
research shuttles of all sorts.
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Charles Stuart, who was
Marketing Director at that
time, set up a study team
under
the
then
Chief
Economist Richard Graham.
Many months were spent in
analysing the market and in
studying
the
cost
and
revenue implications of all the
options. This team looked at
all British Airways' high
density short haul routes. and
concluded that a Shuttle on
the Eastern Airlines pattern
would give the best potential
for
growth,
profit
and
customer satisfaction. Early in
1974 a decision was made to
go ahead on our busiest
domestic
route
(LondonGlasgow, 600,000 pax/year)
from 12 January the following
year.
The second phase of
preparation then began, and l
became involved as leader of
the final development team. The task was enormously simplified by all the
work already completed. As enthusiasm for the new venture spread right
across the Company, the team was strengthened and specific responsibilities
were allocated: Resource Planning (Rod Lynch); Operational Procedures and
Control (Jim Russell); Marketing (David Rigden); Airport Facilities (Barry
Evans, Hugh Robb); Recruitment and Training (Deirdre Day); Industrial
Relations (all).
On all these subjects the guidance of Eastern Airlines' Bill Murphy and
Jim Riordan, and many others, was sought and freely given. I acknowledge
an enormous debt of gratitude to these splendid professional people. We
tackled them for advice on every aspect.
Resource planning
At an early stage we concluded that the 'Backup' capacity required to meet
unlimited passenger demand would mean adding four more aircraft to the
Glasgow route allocation. The availability of some elderly Trident 1C aircraft
provided the opportunity, and a total of 9 Tridents were refurbished and
reconfigured in 100 seat/33 inch pitch layout. The removal of some pantry
space (since we did not plan to cater in flight) allowed an increase in legroom
as well as providing stowage for the in-flight ticketing trolleys.
Rod Lynch played a major part in developing the demand forecasts
which have enabled our aircraft, terminal and staffing resources to be soundly
based. Removal of the reservations system from the operation (except for
large groups where reservation advice is still available and very useful) means
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that capacity must be planned to another set of rules: market research,
analysis of historical data, probability theory and market intelligence are all
fundamental inputs. Predictions of demand (of which Fig 2 is an example) are
made by time of day, day of week, and special event information (such as
football matches) is fed into the picture to provide the best guess possible of
the actual capacity that will be needed. Used at the planning stage, this also
gives a basis for management to agree a level of cost/risk for the whole
operation. Actual variation of load factor with passenger volume for the
London-Edinburgh route during the summer of 1976 is shown in Fig 3.
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Operational procedures
In our early discussions, Eastern
emphasized the importance of
having an aircraft fleet dedicated to
the
Shuttle
operation.
The
Guaranteed Seat promise can
allow no compromise, for certainty
is what we are marketing. British
Airways took this advice very much
to heart, and we set up under Jim
Russell a unique operational team
to look after the Shuttle. This would
allow minute-by-minute control of
aircraft, crews and ground handling
to match even the unpredictable
element of the passenger flow.
Overall responsibility was vested in
a shift Shuttle Controller based at
London Heathrow, with direct voice
links with Scotland, and all the
aircraft and crew resources to
hand.
Under the Controller, Jim Russell negotiated and set up a new multi-job
Assistant Controller position, which combined in one person the functions of
aircraft allocator, crew controller, ramp dispatcher and passenger agent.
Flexibility and job satisfaction rose to new high levels.
Marketing
Marketing the Shuttle became the responsibility of David Rigden, who had
also been in the original study team. With help from many people in British
Airways Travel Division, we were able to package the new product in a highly
saleable manner. New advertising copy containing the slogans 'Turn up and
Take off and 'Read this and you'll never book another seat to Glasgow'
became well known.
At the same time the Travel Trade, understandably concerned at the
possibility that direct selling on board Shuttle aircraft might jeopardise the
livelihood of some Travel Agents, were invited to discuss the place of Shuttle
in the Industry. A happy solution was achieved by advertising all points of
sale, and by limiting on-board sales to the normal one-way tourist fare only.
Sale of all interline tickets, return tickets, and group or other promotional fares
was deliberately restricted to the shops and sales desks on the ground.
Airport facilities
Hugh Robb in Scotland and Barry Evans in London put simple terminal
proposals to the Airport Authorities, who were then able to provide the gaterooms and facilities required to mount the new type of operation. Shuttle, of
course, pre-supposes no queuing, except to cover the requirements of airport
security. Gate check-in is the norm, allowing close-out time to be reduced to
10 minutes. In the gate-rooms, free coffee and soft drinks were provided (paid
for by the Company) in lieu of on-board catering.
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Adjacent to the gates, crew were
provided with rest rooms and
dining facilities, so that backup
cover would always be near at
hand. On the apron, adjacent
stands were provided for front and
backup aircraft, with the objective
of achieving rapid embarkation and
excellent punctuality even at times
of exceptional passenger demand.
Recruitment and training
Apart from internal recruitment into
the Shuttle Control team (from
Operations,
Crew
Control,
Dispatch, Load Control and
Passenger personnel), the only
other recruitment was of Air Cabin
Crew. The in-flight ticketing task
was a new one, which was
welcomed
whole-heartedly
by
British Airways Air Cabin Crew.
Many experienced Stewards and
Stewardesses volunteered to join
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the new unit which was set up under Deirdre Day, and they were undeterred
by any thought of possible one-route boredom. The remainder were recruited
outside and soon showed a remarkable enthusiasm for the new operation.
Normal cabin crew training was supplemented by a short course covering the
ticketing procedures.
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Pilot recruitment was not necessary, despite the considerable increases in
pilot numbers required by a Shuttle as opposed to a conventional operation.
The reason for this was, of course, a pilot surplus resulting from the business
recession coupled with the introduction of more wide-bodied equipment.

Industrial relations
The consultative and persuasive process implicit in changing methods of work
and job content was everyone's task. As a major Personnel/I.R. project,
discussions on Shuttle went on from June 1974 to the end of the year, and
still there was not enough time to iron out the problems to the satisfaction of
all. However, a great deal was achieved, including the negotiating of a more
suitable Pilot Scheduling Agreement for the Backup operation, the
introduction of a split Engineering Pre-departure Check, and an agreement
with Air Traffic Control on the filing of stored flight plans on a probability basis.
If there is a lesson to be learned from the Shuttle introductory work, it is that
endless patience and sympathy (as well as lots of time) must be expended if
needless misunderstandings are to be avoided. Much time must be spent with
all affected groups of staff. But targets must still be set, because there never
will be enough time. 'We'll start when we are ready' never galvanized anyone
into achievement, and is therefore not the policy we have followed.
Shuttle now
Thus far I have tried to describe why and how British Airways' first Shuttle
operation was set up. But that is now a long time ago, and we have since
introduced a second route (London-Edinburgh, April 1976) and a third
(London-Belfast, April 1977). The planning processes have been similar, and
as the operation has increased so have the economies of scale been realised.
Adding the second Shuttle only increased costs on the two Scottish routes by
1%, covered many times over by the increases in revenue that resulted from
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the new product. It had been necessary to add four further aircraft to convert
Glasgow to Shuttle, but only two more for Edinburgh, and only one to change
the conventional Belfast operation
into a Shuttle. An even more telling
example is the fact that, whereas 30
backup crews per year were needed
to cover Glasgow and Edinburgh, 31
crews now provide backup for
Glasgow and Edinburgh and Belfast.
The size of today's operation
is shown by annual passenger
figures of 1.7 million, who will be
carried in six Trident 3 (146 seaters)
backed up by nine Trident 1C (100
seaters), producing one third of
British Airways' domestic revenue
plus an enormous amount of
International interline business.
In an average week there are
now more than 300 Shuttle
movements into and out of
Heathrow. Punctuality is on a par
with the best in the world, with over
80% of flights—including backups—
leaving within 3 minutes of the
published front sector departure
time.
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Two million passengers
have already travelled on
British Airways' Shuttle, and
passenger complaint rate is
one-third the pre-Shuttle
level.
In
spite
of
the
prevailing adverse trend in
the UK economic climate,
improvements in domestic
financial results due to
Shuttle
have
already
amounted to more than £3.5
million in two years. In
1975/6 the effect of the
Glasgow Shuttle alone was
to reduce route losses by
£1.7 million, and a similar
trend is apparent in the
financial year just ended.
Shuttle has produced
+20%
first-year
traffic
growths on both the Scottish
routes. Market share is now higher than it was in 1971/2 before our
competitive position began to worsen. Traffic lost to surface transport (British
Rail) has all been regained.
Load factor has risen to figures higher than many thought possible,
particularly on Edinburgh where a two-hourly schedule appears ideally
tailored to the route. Average weekly load factor continues to rise with
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increases in passenger demand, despite the fact that additional backup
sectors are flown (Fig 3). The bigger the operation, the more economic it
becomes.
Finally, average revenue yield per passenger has risen (by approx. 1½
-2%), a reflection of the attractiveness of the product to the full-fare business
passenger, who is now travelling more often. And, in the face of a tariff
advantage (the Gatwick discount) vis-a-vis our air competitor, no measurable
traffic transfer has taken place. Undoubtedly the convenience of Shuttle has
decreased market sensitivity to price increases, and to price differentials.
In Eastern they knew all this. But we had to find it out for ourselves!
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